TREE HUGGER

AN EXCERPT FROM
GUERRILLA GARDENING
BY THE BAND CALLED OH

LEAD SHEET
**TREE HUGGER**

*Lyrics by Frode Larsen
Music by The band called Oh*

**Intro** (Synth intro, riff continues on verse)

1. **Verse** (Vocal waaaay behind)

3. F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

   dream come true and she's not depending on the weather I told her this ain't

5. F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

   nothing new 'Cause

7. F#m7  Bm9/A

   I know you need to get that g spot rocked but girl I'm

8. Bm9

   keeping my hotel room locked

9. F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

   I know you’ll touch yourself when the lights go out she's

**Pre Chorus**

11. F#m7  Dmaj9

   saying I look like her second husband still on her first but she keep on buzzing

13. B/D#  D6

   is that guerrilla on your gardening why are
Chorus

15 Dmaj9  F#m9

you buggin' I told you I was tree huggin' one time in the northwest two

17 E6  Bm7/D

times on a bare chest it's all huggin' one two

19 B7/D#  D6

tree hugger but baby I'm a beat juggler no studs in them four wheels

21 A6  Bm7

who thought that the new deal would be huggin'? one two

Mid4 (as intro)

23 F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9  F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

I'll take a bite if it is

2. Verse

(Tacit Synth 4 bars)

25 F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

edible you see when I'm handling the numbers I don't feel in-

29 F#m7  Bm9/A  Bm9

credible
like playing keep ups with a hand grenade it's on the
finger keep it on display the algorithm ain't convenient she's
still in the business of coming over my Kia got range I don't need a Rover

I'm putting plants upon a pedestal why are

you bugging I told you I was tree huggin' one time in the north west two
times on a bare chest it's all hugging one two
treehugg-er but ba-by I'm a beat jugg-ler dope times count-ing road signs

but I'm a tree hu-gger tree hu-gger

In-st. Chorus

Synth/guitar

num-bers they don't add up at all num-bers they don't add up at all

Fine...